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ABSTRACT Reputation systems are an important means to facilitate trustworthy interactions between on-
and off-chain services and users. However, contemporary reputation systems are typically dependent on a
trusted central authority to preserve privacy of raters or on adding noise into the user feedback. Moreover,
the accuracy of reputation values relies on the integrity of user feedback or input; this feedback should
not be tampered with or misused for other purposes. This paper presents blockchain-based reputation
system named REPUTABLE (A Decentralized Reputation System for blockchain-based Ecosystems),
which computes the reputation of service providers and external services within a blockchain ecosystem
through decentralized on-chain and off-chain implementation. Specifically, REPUTABLE not only ensures
privacy, but also reliability, integrity and accuracy of reputation values, while incurring minimal overhead.
It also enables performing certain data or statistical analytics functions on user feedback, whilst preserving
security, privacy, accountability and unlinkability of participants and their feedback. We present a proof-of-
concept implementation and a demonstration of the REPUTABLE system. Finally, by means of formal and
empirical evaluation, we show the effectiveness of our proposed system to preserve the anonymity of user
feedback and the high performance of its blockchain-based implementation.

INDEX TERMS Reputation, Privacy, Unlinkability, Blockchain, Trust

I. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain is a disruptive paradigm that enables immutable
transactions without the presence of a trusted third-party.
Consequently, it has been adopted to achieve trustworthy
applications across diverse domains such as healthcare, man-
ufacturing, and finance. Blockchain-based applications re-
quire interaction with external (off-chain) services to avoid
silos. However, as trustworthiness of transacting parties is
uncertain, specific mechanisms to facilitate such transactions
in a trustworthy manner are needed.

Trustworthiness is fundamental to the widespread use of
services. Typically, the trustworthiness of a system or service
associates a degree of reliability to the Trustee which serves
as an indicator of its ability to perform specific functions.
In this context, reputation systems can provide a measure of
the trustworthiness of service providers. A typical reputation
system utilises user feedback to evaluate the reputation of a

service provider affecting the trustworthiness of the provider.
Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) such as blockchains
are inherently decentralized peer to peer systems that bring
together different nodes and sub-systems with typically no
prior engagements. Therefore, trust becomes even more im-
portant within such environment to achieve reliable ser-
vice provision. Blockchains deal with the challenge of trust
through mechanisms such as consensus protocols and cryp-
tographic foundations. However, as blockchain systems are
being increasingly used to interface contemporary systems
and services, the notion of trust can change relatively quickly,
exposing a system to new threats which can adversely affect
its trustworthiness.

Contemporary reputation systems involve a centralized
authority to administer, aggregate and analyse user inputs to
calculate the reputation of a service. Therefore, centralized
approaches have inherent limitations including assigning too
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much trust and power to a central entity. Further, central
authority within such systems can be biased, or can be
compromised leading to potential data leakage. Furthermore,
as reputation systems rely on user inputs, trustworthy man-
agement (collection, tracking, storage and processing) of
such data feeds is critical to the overall effectiveness of a
reputation system. Although blockchains are inherently de-
centralised a number of challenges exist in achieving reputa-
tion systems for blockchain-based ecosystems. For instance,
although storing user feedback on blockchain ensures im-
mutability, it can potentially compromise privacy of feedback
whilst degrading scalability and at significant transaction
costs. Further, authenticity, verifiability and transparency of
reputation scores is critical to effectiveness of a reputation
system however it is non-trivial and requires explicit efforts
to achieve them.

This paper presents a decentralized, verifiable reputation
system, REPUTABLE: A Decentralized Reputation System
for Blockchain-based Ecosystems, which investigates the
challenge of achieving trustworthy reputation calculation
of services employing blockchain technology. Specifically,
REPUTABLE is focused on achieving a trustworthy reputa-
tion system whilst preserving the security, privacy, account-
ability and unlinkability of participants and their responses.
Further, we require that the decentralized reputation sys-
tem makes conservative use of on-chain storage and smart-
contract execution, so that it is scalable and cost-efficient.
Moreover, the paper presents a proof of concept develop-
ment of the REPUTABLE system in the ONTOCHAIN
[1]blockchain ecosystem along with a formal and empirical
evaluation with respect to anonymity of user feedback and
performance of the blockchain implementation. Major con-
tributions of this paper are:

• A blockchain-based decentralized reputation system for
online marketplaces which takes into account user feed-
back to evaluate overall reputation of sellers whilst pro-
tecting user privacy and feedback anonymity. Through
this, REPUTABLE adopts a user-centric approach
which facilitates trustworthy service provision within
blockchain-based ecosystems. Further, REPUTABLE
leverages homomorphic cryptography to de-link user
identities from feedback to achieve user privacy.

• REPUTABLE leverages cutting edge blockchain tech-
nologies to achieve its implementation which enables
interoperability with emerging advancements within
blockchain such as decentralised oracles, and side
chains.

• We have conducted formal and empirical evaluation for
REPUTABLE which highlights its ability to address
specific requirements with respect to security privacy
as well as performance efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section
II-A presents an overview of reputation systems highlighting
fundamental practices and their role in achieving trustworthy
systems. Section II-B analyses state of the art within this area

FIGURE 1: Transaction and reputation workflow for a typical
online marketplace

and how REPUTABLE contributes to it. In Section III, we
provide a detailed description of the REPUTABLE system
along with its different components. The implementation
details of the REPUTABLE system are presented in Section
IV followed by a comprehensive evaluation of our approach
in Section V. Finally, in Section VII, we conclude our work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide some basic background on reputa-
tion systems required to understand our proposed system and
we overview the related work.

A. REPUTATION SYSTEMS
The marketplace (e-commerce, blockchain-based ecosys-
tems, cloud marketplace etc.) facilitate their users to evaluate
the trustworthiness service provider before consuming their
resources. The function of these reputation systems requires
feedback from users which are then aggregated together
to compute the aggregate reputation of providers offering
services [2], [3], [4], [5]. The reputation system can be either
centralized [3], [6] or can operate in the decentralized settings
[7], [8], [9], [10]. Figure 1 shows the flow of events that
take place in the marketplace when a consumer submits the
purchase order to a particular retailer. When the product is
delivered to the consumer, the online marketplace asks the
consumer for feedback against her recent interaction with the
retailer. The user reports a feedback rating for the retailer and
the marketplace then adds this trust score to the aggregated
reputation of the retailer and displays this value on the web
page designated for the retailer. The reputation systems re-
quire some feedback information from users, however, users
might feel uncomfortable in providing such feedback because
they concern about their privacy. Therefore the reputation
systems are require to have inherent property of privacy,
integrity and confidentiality of users involve in providing
feedback scores or messages.

B. RELATED WORK
Several reputation systems have been proposed for different
security settings. Hasan et al. [11] provided a comprehensive
survey and evaluations of different privacy-preserving rep-
utation systems. Pavlov et al.[12] proposed a secure multi-
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party aggregation model for aggregating the reputation scores
from the participants in a malicious and honest but curi-
ous model. Kinateder and Pearson [13] propose a privacy-
preserving framework that incorporates a trustworthy ap-
proach for shaping and accumulating sensitive feedback
within the Trusted Platform of the node (TP). The participat-
ing nodes can demonstrate the trustworthiness and legitimacy
of their identities without any confidential information about
themselves. In this configuration, a trusted agent generates
recommendations and determines what needs to be sent out
anonymously to other nodes. Elan et al.[14] proposed a
reputation scheme based on secure sum (utilizing a variety of
techniques, including secret sharing). Li et al. [15] proposed
a blockchain based data sharing and rewarding system for
the Internet of Things. The system enables participants to
participate in data sharing in an annoymous settings and earn
the rewards without disclosing their real identity. Qi et al.
[16] proposed a blockchain-based reputation systems that
ensures the feedback anonymity and authenticity in order to
compute the genuine reputation of users in the network. The
system enables buyer to endorsed the feedback score of the
seller thus identifies the fake scores. However, the system
does not show resistance when buyer and seller collude with
each other. Zhou et al. [17] proposed a blockchain-based de-
centralized reputation system for online marketplaces using
interplanetary file system (IPFS)

Bag et al. proposed PrivRep [18], a customized privacy-
aware decentralised reputation model for the electronic mar-
ketplaces. The system enables marketplace to compute the
trust score of sellers, retailers or participants in a decen-
tralized and anonymous way. The system utilizes a public
bulletin board (PBB) which seems a centralized entity but
can be implemented as the decentralized setup as suggested
by the authors [19].

Several privacy-preserving systems have been proposed
for crowd-sourcing setup in order to ensure the confiden-
tiality, integrity and privacy of participants [20], [21], [22],
[23]. Zhao [24] uses blockchain-based mobile crowdsensing
to achieve privacy preserving reputation management. Differ-
ential privacy has also been employed in different scenarios
but it introduce some noise that effect accuracy of results
[25], [26], [27]. Several solutions have also been proposed
for secure and privacy-aware aggregation of statistics [28],
[29], [30], [31], [32]. A trust set of users have been employed
as the relay agents for relaying the user scores [33] but the
approach requires a trusted set of users which is difficult
to employ in the real setup. Gibbs and Boneh [34] uses a
small set of servers for performing the defined mathematical
functions in a privacy-preserving way. The approach is based
on the shared secret and requires small set of servers. Halevi
et al. [35] proposed an aggregation scheme based on the
homomorphic cryptosystem that evaluates the mathemati-
cal function securely and privately. However, the scheme
requires PKI. Miao et al. [36] proposed a framework that
performs a weighted aggregation over the user’s encrypted
data. The framework employs a homomorphic cryptosystem

that has high accuracy in aggregation as well as protects the
privacy of users.

With the increased use of blockchain technology, several
efforts have been made to utilise the immutable property of
blockchain ledger to aid recording provenance in a tamper-
proof manner. ProvChain [37] represents one such effort
where authors use blockchain to store cloud data prove-
nance, i.e., metadata about cloud data objects. [38] pre-
sented a novel framework for evaluating the capability of
innovative blockchain-based systems to deliver trustworthy
recordkeeping based on archival science. The author pre-
sented a blockchain-based reference architecture to preserve
the completeness, consistency, and naturalness of archival
records. Although REPUTBALE shares the completeness
and consistency characteristics with the application in focus
in this paper, naturalness refers to events that are expected to
occur as part of daily routine and not caused purposefully.
The reference architecture presented is generic and does
not address fine details with respect to data modelling and
management. [39] presented a blockchain-based accountable
method for data storage and processing. Focusing on big data
applications, authors used a public blockchain-based auditing
system that keeps a tamper-proof log of actions performed by
participants. [40] is another effort to use blockchain’s ability
to provide tamper-proof storage to record data provenance.
Specifically, the authors focus on the challenge of verify-
ing the credibility of scientific experimentation results by
recording and maintaining the provenance of such data. [41]
proposed an audit mechanism that utilises oracles to record
all transactions on the blockchain.

Blockchain technology has also been used to assure the
privacy of users in an IoT network [42]. Chen et al. [43]
designed a blockchain-based model to protect the privacy
of participants in the big data environment. The system is
more generally designed for protecting raw data but in our
case, we protect the user’s data while still performing some
meaningful analytics over the encrypted data without actually
decrypting it. Gan et al. [44] proposed a privacy-preservation
model for task allocation in a crowd-sourced environment.
Fortino et al. [45] designed a blockchain-based model to
distribute the reputation score among nodes in a distributed
IoT network. The proposed approach first computes the repu-
tation of each node in the network and then develops the col-
laborative network among nodes for the network-wide view
about the trustworthiness of nodes in the network as a whole.
Tang et al.[46] proposed a protocol named IoT Passport that
enables IoT devices from a different platform to collaborate
with each other using the blockchain system. In this setup, the
interaction between devices is signed with a digital signature
and recorded in the temper-proof blockchain. A three-player
game model is proposed in [47] that protects private infor-
mation and friendship network of devices and users in the
context of the connected social Internet of Things.
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FIGURE 2: A high-level ontological structure for the reputation calculation mechanism

III. THE REPUTABLE SYSTEM

Our proposed solution takes a holistic approach to achieve a
trustworthy, decentralized reputation model for blockchain-
based ecosystems. A fundamental challenge is to ensure
authenticity of feedback, i.e., feedback is not falsely inserted
and only transacted parties can submit feedback. We address
this challenge by use of tokens which are generated as a result
of a qualifying transaction (purchase or service acquisition).
Therefore each feedback is linked with a token to ascertain
the validity and singularity of the feedback. Another major
challenge is to gather and store individual user feedback
that are used to calculate aggregate scores. Although all
user feedback can be stored on the chain in the form of
individual transactions, it has significant disadvantages such
as the compromise on privacy, adverse impact on scalability,
and cost incurred for storing feedback.

Furthermore, the reputation score should be transparent
and verifiable to ascertain the correctness of the reputation
calculation as well as to verify that all user feedback are
included in calculating an aggregate reputation score. With
respect to reputation modelling, we developing a verifiable
reputation modelling mechanism that will enable evaluating
the trustworthiness of external services whilst protecting user
identities through homomorphic cryptography. Through the
use of cryptographic primitives, an adversary would not be
able to learn how a particular stakeholder has rated a particu-
lar user. Furthermore, we develop methods and interfaces to
publicly verify reputation scores calculated by the reputation
system.

The overall architecture of the proposed solution is pre-
sented in Figure 3 which provides an insight into the func-
tioning of the proposed system whereas Figure 4 presents a
typical transaction workflow for the proposed system. Details
with regards to our design choices and different components

of REPUTABLE system are presented below.

A. THREAT MODEL
In the privacy-preserving reputation system, our goal is to
achieve following objectives: 1) to compute the trustworthi-
ness of entity i.e seller or buyer while not disclosing their
feedback scores because of fear of retaliation, and 2) com-
puting the aggregate reputation by considering the scores that
are within a prescribed range. Considering these objective,
the threat model we lay down in our design involve two types
of entities, the honest but curious entities- those who provide
feedback in correct format but try to use the available infor-
mation to breach privacy of others (learn value of feedback
of targeted user), and second, malicious entities – who are
there with the objective of manipulating and disrupting the
functioning of the reputation system by providing out-of-
range values. The proposed system defends against the threat
model by encrypting the scores and utilizing non-interactive
proofs to show the well-formedness of the encrypted scores.

B. REPUTATION MODELLING
The fundamental concept within REPUTABLE is that of
reputation. In order to explain the concept of reputation
as adopted within REPUTABLE, we present a high-level
ontological structure for the reputation system in Fig. 2. The
reputation is represented by an abstract entity Reputation
Object which contains information about the reputation of
a service. The reputation of a specific entity is therefore an
instance of the Reputation Object and has a collection of
attributes that together form the reputation score of service
at a specific time instance. These include current values,
historical values, and timestamps.

The Reputation Object comprises a number of criteria
which are structured information points and can represent
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FIGURE 3: High-level architecture of the REPUTABLE system

FIGURE 4: A sample transaction workflow for the REPUTABLE system

elements of interest about a given service. Examples of
criteria can be timeliness of service, driving style of a driver,
quality/taste of apples etc. Each user assigns a specific value
to a criterion based on their experience and is represented
as user feedback. User feedback has a value (chosen by
the user), timestamp and service-based quality criteria. Each
criterion has a set of potential values which in the case of

REPUTABLE are 0 or 1.

The user feedback is collected by a CrowdSensingFunc-
tion which is envisaged to be implemented in the form of a
web form to facilitate usability. The CrowdSensingFunction
relays the user feedback to the ReputationCalculationFunc-
tion which uses appropriate functions to calculate the reputa-
tion score for a service at a given time instance.
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C. COMPONENTS OF REPUTABLE
In this section, we present different components of the REP-
UTABLE system along with their specific details.

1) Token Generation
One of the core concepts within any reputation system is the
validity of the feedback or the question: How to determine
whether a user is qualified to provide feedback on a service?
Within REPUTABLE, we answer this question through the
use of tokens. These tokens are issued by the seller against
each valid purchase and are unique for a purchase. Once
these tokens are generated, the seller distributes them to the
qualifying customers through a communication medium such
as email. As these tokens are generated by the seller, it makes
this process susceptible to collusion attacks, i.e., collusion
between the seller and the customer. We acknowledge this
and consider this as an opportunity for future enhancements
of REPUTABLE. For the current version of REPUTABLE,
we assume seller and customer to be honest but curious.

2) User Engagement
Within the REPUTABLE system, a consumer of the mar-
ketplace is not required to anonymize his identity; instead,
they hide their ratings by presenting cryptograms of ratings.
The cryptograms, in this case, are encrypted feedback val-
ues where the encryption keys have been generated by the
user. This feature achieves end-to-end decentralisation for
the REPUTABLE system whilst also avoiding susceptibility
to collusion by a central authority that may be responsible
for cryptogram generation. The value of the rating score
(0 or 1, like or dislike, rating between 1 to 5 stars) is
encrypted using cryptographic primitives as shown in Figure
3. To this extent, the adversary on the reputation system
or the reputation system itself would not be able to learn
how a particular consumer has rated a particular retailer
or another interacted consumer. The REPUTABLE system
could provide maximum privacy unless a maximum number
of consumers (n-1) in the system collude to find the rating
score of the target consumer. Furthermore, the design choice
of REPUTABLE ensures two other properties: 1) it limits
consumers to provide rating scores within the prescribed
range, and 2) it provides public verification of the reputation
score stated by the marketplace.

3) Reputation Calculation
Once consumers have submitted their cryptograms and NIZK
proofs to the bulletin board, any entity (participant, mar-
ketplace, or analyst) can compute the aggregated reputation
of the retailer. Within REPUTABLE, this is performed by
the aggregator component which has access to the feedback
provided by the individual users. The process of reputation
calculation is illustrated in the algorithm 1. We used rep-
utation aggregation approch proposed by Azad et al. [19]
with the objectives of implementing it over decentralized
blockchain ecosystem. The system allows user to generate
the public and private keys and publish the public key over

the dashboard. The user who wants to contribute the feedback
score computes the encryption keys using public keys of all
participants from dashboard and encrypt the feedback score.
The scores are published on the blockchain and aggregated
in the privacy-preserving manner.

At this point, we already have the aggregate sum of posi-
tive ratings, i.e., the sum of consumers who have shown trust
(1) in the retailer. The number of negative ratings can be
computed by subtracting the positive ratings from the total
number of users who have provided ratings. The simplest
approach to compute the reputation of the retailer is to use
the negative and positive ratings together, i.e., subtracting
negative ratings from the positive ratings. We use the beta
reputation system to compute the final aggregated reputation
of the business entity or the retailer E on the marketplace.
Let n be the number of consumers providing ratings, PE
represents the number of consumers who provided positive
ratings about entity E, and NE represents the number of
consumers who rated the entity E as non-trustworthy, then the
final reputation REE of an entity can be computed as follows:
REE = (PE - NE )/ (n + 2)

The system can be easily extended to other reputation
systems, e.g. the average of ratings can be computed by
simply averaging the sum of individual ratings over the
number of users. Cold-start problem limits new sellers to
gain high reputation despite valid transactions this is because
of small number of feedback scores. In our setup we ad-
dress the problem by simply considering all users reputed
for some specified number of transactions along with some
fixed charges which is refundable after reputed behaviour
over the number of transactions. This process would also
limit fraudsters to use the system for malicious activities.The
proposed system computes the aggregation in the centralized
fashion so the convergence of the final reputation value will
be 1 as all the feedback values requires for the computation
of the reputation scores are all available in the centralized
system [48]. However, one of the major challenges in such
system is the selection of crowdsource users for participating
in providing the feedback. In this system, we are using
randomly selected set of trusted crowdsource users [49] who
have atleast participated in previous aggregation process,
however the system can be extended to consider the mix
of trusted and non-trusted users which ultimately effects the
final aggregated reputation and allow new users to participate
in the aggregation process.

4) Dashboard
The dashboard is an important component of our proposed
architecture. This component is envisaged to provide an
interface to consumers (those providing feedback) and other
interested third parties to query reputation scores. We en-
visage establishing this service off-chain potentially utilising
cloud infrastructure both as a web-based endpoint as well as
a programmable interface. The flexibility of having a pro-
grammable interface for the dashboard enables collaboration
with other components of the architecture as well as external
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Algorithm 1 Aggregating Reputation Scores
procedure AGGREGATE_REP_SCORES(ind_scores, campaign_id, seller_tokens)

initialise ind_scores← indiv_user_scores[user_id]
initialise seller_tokens← seller_tokens[Array_index]
initialise campaign_id
initialise n_responses

struct ind_score[ int user_score; string seller_address; int campaign_id; ]
ind_scores[sellerHash] = indscore
store_ind_score(selleri, ind_score)
IF get_responseCount(selleri, campaignj)equalsnresponses

retrieve_ind_scores(seller_i, campaign_j)
aggregate(selleri, campaignj)

RETURN aggregate_score(selleri)

services (such as reputation analytics) which can benefit
from the output of the REPUTABLE system. Furthermore,
an off-chain implementation also means that users will not
have to install specific modules/plugins (MetaMask etc.) to
access and interact with this service. Algorithm 2 presents an
illustration of the proposed specification for the dashboard
within REPUTABLE.

Algorithm 2 Dashboard
1: procedure DASHBOARD(user_id, campaign_id, seller_id)
2: initialise struct user_scores (user_score, seller_addr, campaignID)
3: initialise struct seller_aggr_score(tx_hash_aggr_score, timestamp, campaig-

nID)
4: initialise ind_scores:mapping(user_add=>ind_score)
5: initialise tx_hash_aggr_score
6: tx_hash = fetch tx_hash_aggr_scores(selleri, campaignID)

seller_aggr_score: calculate_aggr_rep_score(seller_id, ind_scores, aggr_func,
campaignID)

verify_aggr_rep_score(ind_scores, aggr_func, seller_id, campaignID)
RETURN (Tx_hash, seller_aggr_score)

5) Blockchain and on-chain storage

Blockchain is a core component of the REPUTABLE system.
It enables end-to-end decentralisation whilst also providing
immutable, tamper-proof storage for reputation data (thereby
facilitating trustworthiness and verifiability of reputation
data). Within REPUTABLE system, reputation data consists
of two different types. Firstly, it is the individual user feed-
back, i.e., the feedback provided by the users when contacted
to share their experiences with a service/seller/marketplace.
Secondly, it is the aggregate reputation score which is cal-
culated using the individual user feedbacks. As these two
types of data are linked with each other, we preserve this
linkage and utilise it to achieve verifiable reputation scores.
In addition to these two data types, REPUTABLE aims to
capture important provenance information such as number of
participants, number of responses, and timestamp etc. Such
data is crucial to achieving the trustworthiness of the pro-
posed reputation mechanism and verifiability of reputation
scores.

The details of how reputation data is stored on-chain
within REPUTABLE is illustrated by Algorithms 3 and Al-
gorithm 4. Specifically, the proposed system stores the rep-
utation data (aggregate reputation score) and its provenance

in the form of transactions within the consensus blockchain
through the execution of smart contracts.

Algorithm 3 Gateway Smart Contract
1: procedure GAETWAY_CONTRACT(ind_scores, campaign_id, seller_tokens)
2: initialisestructuser_scores(user_score, seller_addr, campaignID)
3: initialisestructuser_token(user_token, used, exp_responses)
4: initialisesellertokens : mapping(seller_addrs => tokens)
5: initialiseind_scores : mapping(user_add => ind_score)

FOR seller_i in seller_list
fetch aggregatereputation_score(seller_addr)

End FOR
FOR user_scoreiinuser_scores(seller_addr == sellerj)

append (user_score,user_score_collated)
End FOR

6: store_ind_score_on_chain(seller_addr, user_score_collated, Campaign_k)

RETURN Tx_hash

Algorithm 4 On-chain Storage Contract
1: procedure ONCHAIN_STORAGE(ind_scores, campaign_id, seller_id)
2: initialisestructuser_scores(user_score, seller_addr, campaignID)
3: initialisestructuser_token(user_token, used, exp_responses)
4: initialisesellertokens : mapping(seller_addrs => tokens)
5: initialiseind_scores : mapping(user_add => ind_score)
6: Fetch_aggr_score(selleri)

7: Add_rep_score(selleri, ind_scores)

RETURN Tx_hash

6) Off-chain storage and connectivity with blockchain
As highlighted earlier, we envisage storing raw user feed-
backs on off-chain storage to facilitate user verification,
querying, and interoperability. In addition to improving the
scalability of the proposed solution, it also enables imple-
menting a bespoke security layer to protect access to func-
tions exposed by the REPUTABLE interfaces.

Furthermore, in order to achieve connectivity between
on and off-chain components, we envisage using oracle for
effective interoperability and linkage between on and off-
chain storage. In this regard, the Reputation Data Oracle
Service (RDOS) is envisaged to be responsible for managing
the process of interacting with users to gather their feedback.
RDOS achieves this by generating encrypted feedback data
in accordance with the reputation model (0-5, 0,1, . . . ). The
details of the proposed design specification for this compo-
nent is presented in algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Offchain Storage Contract
1: procedure OFFCHAIN_STORAGE(ind_scores, campaign_id, seller_id)
2: initialisestructuser_scores(user_score, seller_id, campaignID)
3: initialiseind_scores : mapping(user_add => ind_score)
4: initialisetx_hash_ind_scores
5: tx_hash← fetchtx_hash_ind_scores(selleri, campaignID)

FOR user_scorei in user_scores(seller_id==selleri&&campaignID ==
campaignIDj)

store_ind_score_off_chain (seller_id,
campaignIDj , tx_hash, user_score)

End FOR
RETURN Tx_hash

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND SMART CONTRACTS
We have achieved a proof-of-concept implementation of the
REPUTABLE system which leverages existing open source
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FIGURE 5: User interfaces to facilitate feedback

technologies such as Ethereum Ropsten test network, Python,
React, Firebase, python-paillier, and Remix. The PoC imple-
mentation of REPUTABLE comprises of: a user interface for
feedback submission, smart contracts to process and store
data on the chain, an aggregator to perform reputation aggre-
gation, an oracle to facilitate interaction with the off-chain
feedbacks, and a dashboard interface to facilitate querying
and verification of feedback data and reputation scores. We
present further implementation details of each component
below.

A. USER INTERFACES

Our implementation provides two user interfaces, i.e., an
interface to provide feedback, and a dashboard to query and
verify individual and aggregate reputation scores as elabo-
rated below.

• Feedback submission: This interface enables users to
provide feedback for their respective purchases. Within
the proof of concept implementation, we have used
React to develop a web-based e-commerce marketplace
to simulate user workflow presented in Fig. 4. Upon
completing a purchase, a user is invited to submit their
feedback answering a yesno question. Fig. 5 illustrates
how a user can provide their feedback.

• Dashboard: The dashboard is implemented as a web-
based interface that enables a user to achieve two tasks.
Firstly, it allows a user to query the reputation score for
a seller. This function utilises the individual scores for a
seller that are stored in a Firebase off-chain data store
and the API provided by the aggregator to calculate
the aggregate reputation score for the selected seller.
Secondly, the dashboard allows a user to verify the
individual feedback provided to them for a seller. This
function has been implemented using the API exposed
by the aggregator and utilises user ID to identify indi-
vidual users.

B. SMART CONTRACTS
The REPUTABLE system comprises of a number of smart
contracts which are explained further below.

• Data service smart contract: In order to facilitate gath-
ering user feedback from the web interface, we have
implemented a data service in the form of a smart con-
tract. This smart contract enables storing user feedback
on the blockchain ledger to ensure the immutability
of the feedback. Due to the module design of the
REPUTABLE system, we believe this service presents
an opportunity for further work by integrating side-
chains to ensure scalability and performance efficiency.
A detailed graphical illustration of this contract in the
form of a flow chart is presented in Fig. 6.

• On-chain data storage: Within our implementation of
the REPUTABLE system, we use a blockchain ledger to
store individual user feedback, the aggregate reputation
score for a seller, and meta-data for the reputation score.
The individual user feedback is stored on-chain through
the data service explained above however the storage of
aggregate reputation score and provenance data is stored
on-chain using the on-chain storage smart contract. Fig.
7 presents an code snippet for this smart contract with
Fig. 8 presenting a graphical illustration of the function
of the smart contract.

• Off-chain data storage: In order to facilitate the func-
tionality provided by the dashboard, we have imple-
mented a smart contract which stores individual user
feedback using the Firebase cloud solution. This smart
contract is triggered by the gateway to enable the storage
of reputation data in a periodic manner.

• Gateway contract: The gateway smart contract provides
a bridge between on-chain and off-chain data storage.
Once the aggregate score for a seller has been calculated
by the aggregator, the result is then stored on-chain
via the gateway smart contract. The gateway contract
contains a ‘callback’ function to which the oracle smart
contract can interact with to send values which it itself
has received from the off-chain oracle. This contract
also can retrieve the aggregate score stored on-chain and
cloud database URL respectively. A graphical illustra-
tion of the gateway smart contract is presented in Fig.
9

C. ORACLE SERVICE
The proprietary oracle consists of an oracle smart contract
and an off-chain Python backend (illustrated in Fig. 10that
serve the core functions of the oracle. The backend is respon-
sible for performing the off-chain computation (aggregation)
and sending the results back into the smart contract(s). This is
done by utilizing the Web3.py library to listen for events emit-
ted by the oracle smart contract and perform the necessary
operation depending on which event was emitted. The oracle
also establishes a connection to the cloud to store individual
user feedback off-chain which are used by the dashboard
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FIGURE 6: Flow chart for data service smart contract

FIGURE 7: Smart contract for data storage on-chain

interface.
A part of the oracle smart contract is illustrated in Fig.

11. The oracle smart contract is responsible for sending a
request and any required parameters to the off-chain python
oracle. To accomplish this, this smart contract will emit an
event depending on the service that the off-chain oracle is
requested to do. There are two services that the off-chain
oracle currently supports and that this smart contract will
generate an event for:
• Encryption of individual score: This would emit the

RequestScoreEvent which takes the parameters sellerId
and indi_score. The results of each individual score
would also be stored on Cloud Firestore

• Aggregation of encrypted scores: This would emit the

FIGURE 8: Flow chart for on-chain data storage smart con-
tract

FIGURE 9: Flow chart for gateway smart contract
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FIGURE 10: Feedback aggregation snippet

FIGURE 11: Snippet from oracle smart contract

RequestValueEvent which takes the parameters cam-
paignId , sellerId, userId and array. The results of each
aggregation would also be stored on Cloud Firestore

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
A. VERIFIABILITY OF AGGREGATED SCORES AND
PROVIDED FEEDBACK
In this proposed approach, the aggregated scores are stored in
the off-chain and on-chain databases where the retailers, sell-
ers and users can access this data to verify the computation
scores, aggregated feedback values as well as individual feed-
back scores submitted by the users for products, sellers or
retailers. The verifiability proves that the provided encrypted
feedback scores well organized and are with the prescribe
range. The system also provide mechanism of verifying
the aggregate reputation score provided by the retailers to

prove their trustworthiness and reputed behaviour over the
platform.

B. PRIVACY AND INTEGRITY ANALYSIS
The system enables users to find out the aggregate scores of
some retailers or sellers and they are able to do so using
the feedback from the onchain and off chain databases.
The major security measure is to ensure the privacy and
integrity of feedback score provided by the users. The privacy
of the users is ensured through the use of homomorphic
encryption system where the feedback is formulated in such
a way that this can only be revealed as an aggregate. The
individual feedback would not provide any information about
the likes and dislikes of individual feedback providers. The
published feedback of user is in the range of 0 and 1 and
it is formulated using the format gxygv for v = 0 or 1.
The scheme is also secure if a number of feedback providers
collaborate with each through the exchange of their keys to
learn feedback of target users however if n-1 (n is the total
number of users involve in submitting their feedback scores)
user collude then they will learn score of remaining user. The
retailers require to put the aggregate feedback score on their
dashboard inorder to attract new users while showing their
trustworthiness however nothing can be learned from this
published aggregated score against some users.

The system ensures the security of feedback as the user
feedback could only be used to find the aggregate reputation
of seller or retailer and this would not reveal any sensi-
tive information about the profile of the users. The system
is dependent upon the trusted centralized system which is
responsible for generation, secure exchange of keys and is
not colluding with any other entity. In our computation we
rely on the trusted setup and trusted channel which is being
consider in many studies [50], [51].

VI. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
We have conducted empirical analysis of our implementation
of the REPUTABLE system. As part of this analysis, we
have focused on assessing performance efficiency of indi-
vidual functions, oracle, aggregator, and the dashboard. We
have also varied number of users and number of feedback
submitted by the users in our analysis.

A. EXPERIMENTATION SETUP
In order to conduct these experiments, our setup consisted of
a web application, smart contracts, blockchain infrastructure,
and off-chain (cloud) storage. The web application provided
the user interfaces for feedback and dashboard functions and
was a personal server hosted on a Microsoft Windows ma-
chine with 2.4GHz processor and 16GB RAM. The personal
server also hosted the proprietary oracle which included the
reputation aggregation function. The smart contracts were
deployed on the Ethereum Ropsten testnet to enable use of
Ethereum blockchain network for on-chain storage. Levering
Ethereum Rospten testnet, we used the proof of work consen-
sus algorithm available within the network. Further, Firebase
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Benchmark Value
size of the individual user feedback 128bytes

size of the aggregate score 128 bytes
Time taken to generate keys 62.5ms

Time taken to generate tokens 0.2ms
The time taken to store individual feedback to blockchain 15.62ms

Table 1: Benchmark performance parameters

was used as the off-chain cloud storage to store individual
user feedback and achieve querying and verification through
the dashboard interface.

B. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Table 1 presents the performance of specific functions such
as the size of the individual user feedback and the time taken
to store individual feedback to blockchain. For instance, an
individual user feedback is represented using 128bytes which
aids scalability of the approach, and also constitute that user
is able to provide the feedback using ordinary mobile devices
without any high data rate requirements.This also character-
izes is even if user provide feedback for large number of
users the bandwidth consumed is minimal. Further, the time
taken by the data service provider or the system performing
computation to store individual user feedback on blockchain
is 15.62ms. This parameter is important as it can lead to
delays in processing of individual feedback and calculation
of aggregate reputation score. As shown in Table 1, this time
is not significant and therefore facilitates the performance
efficiency of the REPUTABLE system.

With respect to the performance efficiency of the oracle
and the reputation aggregator, we have analysed the perfor-
mance efficiency of these important components for varying
number of users, i.e., 5, 50, 100, 500, and 1000. The outcome
of the analysis for aggregator is presented in Figure 12 which
demonstrates that although the time required for aggregation
shows a steep rise when the number of users rise from 5 to 50
but then stabilise for the rest of the cases. This also shows the
time is not substantial high for large number of data points.
This demonstrates the ability of the REPUTABLE system to
scale in an efficient manner even for large number of users
providing feedback and number of feedback at the system.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 13, the time required by the
oracle to store aggregated score on blockchain shows similar
pattern, i.e., stabilising after initial rise which demonstrates
the scalability of the REPUTABLE system even under huge
number of users.

In addition to above, we analysed the efficiency of the
dashboard component for querying and verifying reputation
data (aggregate score and individual user feedback) for vary-
ing number of users, i.e., 5, 50, 100, 500, and 1000. As
evident in Fig. 14, the time consumed by all three queries
shows a steep increase when the number of users increase
from 5 to 50 however this stabilises for the rest of the
scenarios. This shows the scalability of the dashboard to
support different queries across varying number of users.

FIGURE 12: Time taken to calculate aggregate score

FIGURE 13: Time taken to store aggregate score on-chain

C. LIMITATIONS
From the experimentation and evaluation presented earlier,
we have identified the following limitations to our solution
which we envisage to explore as part of future work.
• The proprietary oracle is currently implemented as a

centralised component which limits REPUTABLE to
provide an end-to-end decentralised solution. We have
done preliminary work with decentralised oracle ser-
vices such as iEXEC [52] and Chainlink [53] however
this work requires further effort to be incorporated
within the REPUTABLE architecture.

• One of the critical components of the REPUTABLE
system is the ability to store seller reputation scores
on the blockchain. However, contemporary blockchain
solutions introduce challenges such as scalability, trans-
action processing time, and financial cost of storing
data on the chain. These challenges are envisaged to
be aggravated for scenarios involving large number of
users and feedback points. In this respect, a potential
direction of future research is to explore using side-
chains to achieve a scalable, efficient and cost-effective
solution. Our efforts in this regard are at an initial stage
and require further work.

• In the proposed system we randomly select the users
to participate in the aggregation process which might
effect the reputation aggregation process as it could
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(a) time to query aggregate score for a seller (b) time to verify aggregate score for a seller (c) time to query individual feedback for a user

FIGURE 14: Dashboard performance (ms) for different queries across varying no. of users

include both legitimate and non-legitimate feedback
provider which might increase or decrease the reputa-
tion of particular users. This approach also limits the
new buyers to participate in the aggregation process. We
are looking into to the approach which adopts the mech-
anism for fair selection of users from diverse groups in
the selected crowdsource set.This can be bit challeng-
ing as feedback are completely encrypted and requires
decryption for making reasonable decision.Another big
challenge is identify users who are frequently changing
the their identity to whitewash their previous reputation
scores in order to rejoin the system as the new trusted
users.

VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented our efforts to develop a decentralized, ver-
ifiable reputation system REPUTABLE which investigates
the challenge of achieving trustworthy reputation of exter-
nal services within a blockchain ecosystem. Specifically,
REPUTABLE is focused at achieving trustworthy reputation
system for external (off-chain) services whilst preserving
security, privacy, accountability and unlinkability of partic-
ipants and their responses. Along with a detailed description
of the REPUTABLE system design and PoC implementation,
we have presented formal and empirical evaluation with
respect to anonymity of user feedback and performance of
the blockchain implementation. The evaluation outcomes
demonstrate the effectiveness and performance efficiency of
the REPUTABLE system to achieve a decentralised reputa-
tion system.

We plan to continue our efforts to advance the REP-
UTABLE system by investigating the use of side chains as
well as exploring time-window based reputation aggrega-
tion and assess the impact of these factors on the overall
scalability of the REPUTABLE system.An additional area
of future work is to explore the use of multiple feedback
points. Specifically, current REPUTABLE implementation
deals with one metric to represent user feedback however
there are scenarios where multiple feedback points can be

useful. For instance, a taxi service can be assessed based
on punctuality, cost-effectiveness, and drivers’ conduct. We
envisage exploring such scenarios as part of future work.
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